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Public managers are looking for effective ways to
management, store, and maintain the large quantities of
data generated by the growing number of governmental
regulations. Today, effective data management requires a
computerized database system. Computerized data management
has evolved, as all computer technology has. Starting with
computerized file systems and advancing to the relational
database model.
The simplicity of the design, and the user-friendly
frontend systems offered by relational database management
systems, make the relational model the standard in today's
database design. The relational model was used to design
and develop the Call Log database for the City of Redlands
Public Works Department. The database will replace the
iiser-unfriendly system now being used by the department.
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Today, because of the growing number of governmental
regulatipns, there is a need to store and maintain volumes
of data. The increase in regulations has also increased the
reporting requirements and need for good, effective decision
making of public agencies.: Reporting requirements often
require data from many sources. Public managers also use
these data sources to make decisions. The decisions of
public managers affect private citizens and the business
community. Because of this, the public manager must have
current, complete, and accurate information to make good,
effective decisions. ' t
With the increase in storage and maintenance of data,
reporting requirements, and effective decision making, there
is a need for managed information. Public agencies, 1ike
private businesses, have begun to identify and organize data
to meet information needs.
n  With the realization that data is a valuable resource
to their agency, the public manager is looking for ways to
efficiently manage so that it can be quickly accessed.
Today, efficient data management requires the use of a
computerized database. "A database is a shared, integrated
computer structure that houses a collection of raw facts"
(Rob and Coronel 4), which are of interest to the end user.





The first computerized management of data was in the
form of data file systems. Files were stored and maintained
)
on the computer for use in different areas in the
organization by data processing (DP) specialists. Programs
were written to access these files and produce the required
reports and information needs for each area.
As the file system grew in an organization there was a
greater demand for the DP specialist's programming skills.
When a new report format was needed the existing programs
were either modified, or a new program written to produce
the new information needs. If the structure of a data file
or the data characteristics changed, such as adding a field
to store new data, or changing a string field to a numeric
field, all the programs that accessed that file would then
have to be modified to accommodate the new structure (Rob
and Coronel 11). Because all programs that access files are
subject to change when the file structure or data
characteristics change, the file system is said to be both
structural and data dependent (Rob and Coronel 13-14).
Because, data files were owned by different areas in an
organization and not shared, the computer file system caused
the storage of redundant data. Redundant data occurs when
the same data is stored in more than one location within the
system. Lack of data integrity or data inconsistency is
caused by uncontrolled data redundancy. If an employee's
phone number appears in more that one file and the phone
number changes, the change would need to be made correctly
in each file where the employee's phone number is stored.
Having to make a change such as this in more than one
location leaves room for errors to occur. The problems with
the file system and the intensive programming necessary to
maintain a file system make using a database system very
desirable.
Database Systems
unlike the file system with many unrelated files stored
separately, a database system stores related files in a
"single data repository" (Rob and Coronel 17). Thus,
representing a change in how the data is accessed, stored,
and managed (17). Database Management System (DBMS)
software is used to implement and manage the database
system. The DBMS interacts with the end user application
and the database, performing functions that maintain the
integrity and consistency of the data within the system.
Some of these functions include: data dictionary management;
;data storage data transformation and v ;
presentation; security management; and backup and recovery
mahagemdnt (Rob and Coronel 23). Various database models
have been developed, each leading to better data management . n
A database model is a collection of logical forms used
to represent the data structure and the relationship between
,the data within the database. There are two categpries,of
database models, the conceptual model and the implementation
model. The focus of the conceptual model is on what is
represented in the database. During the development of the
conceptual model the relationship between the data is
determined. There are three relationships, one-to-one, one-
to-many, and many-to-many. These relationships represent
the logical association between data within the database.
Unlike the conceptual model the implementation model focuses
on how the data are represented or on how the data .
structures are implemented. Implementation models include
hierarchical, network, and relational database models. Both
the conceptual and implementation models are used to develop
the database (Rob and Coronel 27).
The Hierarchical Database Model
North American Rockwell and IBM developed the
hierarchical database model in the late 1960's. This was
the first commercial database model used, and it was the
basis for further database development (Rob and Coronel 28).
The database structure is a collection of records that can
be perceived by the user as hierarchical or upside down tree
structure as shown in Figure 2,1.
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(Child of Level 2)
Figure 2.1
The hierarchical database model is said to have a
parent-child relationship. Figure 2.1 depicts this
relationship. The root level is the parent, lower levels
are the children and may also be parents to lower levels.
One parent may have many children but a child can only have
one parent. Therefore, there can only be one-to-many and
one-to-one relationships in this structure.
'  The advantages -the hierarGhiGai database model,prdvided
over the file system proved to be many. Beoause data is ;
stored in a single vrelated repository, data Gan be shared
throughout the organization. With the parent-ohild
relationship there is always a link between parent and ohild
segments of the struoture (Rob and Coronel 31). The
hierarohioal model also deoreases the need for programming
and program maintenanoe beoause data independenoe oan be
maintained. n > . ^
Although the hierarohioal database model proved to have
many advantages over the file system. It still requires
knowledge of the physioal struoture of the database. If a , '
physioal ohange is made in the struoture of the database,
ohanges are also required in all programs that aooess the .
database. And beoause the parent segment must be aooessed
first,. programmers must know the hierarohioal path to aooess
data looated in a ohild segment (Rob and Coronel 33).
Another shortooming of the hierarohioal model is that many
real world relationships do not oonform to a one-to-one or
one-to-many relationship as required by the hierarohioal
model. In this model many-to-many relationships arev
diffioult to implement, and may oause restruoturing of the
database. Also, beoause of the single-parent rule redundant
data must be stored (MoFadden and Hoffer 191).
The Network Database Model /; / .
,  The hierarchiqal database model greatly improved data
management over the file system, but. it does hot effeGtlvely
represent complex data relationships. The network
database model was created to fill this need. The network
database model is similar to thediierarchical model,, but the
network database model violates the single-parent rule
(McFadden and Hoffer 197). In the network database model
data is represented as sets of record types, each set
contains an owner record type and member record types, as
shown in Figure 2.2. Each set represents a one-to-many
relationship. But unlike the hierarchical database model
where a child can only have a single parent, a member may
have more than one owner, as shown in Figure 2.3. This in
turn reduces the storage of redundant data.







The network database model has many of the same
advantages of the hierarchical database model, but improved
some of its defaults. Because a member can have many owners
the network database model implements many-to-many
relationships more effectively. There is greater data
access flexibility. Applications can access an owner record
and all its members, if a member belongs to more than one
owner it can be accessed through any owner (McFadden and
Hoffer 205).
Even though the network database model improves on the
hierarchical database model, it too has its downfalls.
Although the network database model is data independent, it
is structurally dependent. If the physical structure of the
database changes, all applications accessing it must also be
changed. And because the owner must be accessed before a
member can be accessed, programmers must still know the
physical structure of the database to create a path for data
access. Also, the network database model does not have ad
hoc query capabilities. Therefore, if a new data report
format is needed, applications would have to be created to
meet the new reporting needs. The network database model
increased data integrity control and the efficiency of data
management, but it was not a user friendly system because of
its complexity.
The Relational Database Model
The complexity of the network database model and its
lack of ad hoc capabilities lead to the development of the
relational database model. The relational database model was
developed by E.F.Codd in the 1970's and was a major
breakthrough for both users and database designer (Rob and
Coronel 38). According to C. J, Date the word to describe
the relational database model is "simplicity" (4). The
simplicity of the model provides both usability and
productivity. Even those with limited computer skills can
use the system to manage data and produce required reports.
Which in turn increases productivity (Date 5). Because of
the simplicity of the design there is no need to know the
physical structure of the database. Also, the relational
database model has the ability to produce ad hoc queries,
limiting the need for extensive programming.
The relational database model eliminates the parent-
child and owner-member structures used in the hierarchical
and network database models. In the relational database
model, the structure is perceived by the user as a
collection of related tables containing rows and columns.
Each table represents an entity. An entity is a person,
place, thing, or event for which data is being stored. Each
table stores a collection of related entities. Therefore, a
10
relational database table resembles a file. Each row within
the table represents a single entity record. And each
column represents an entity characteristic or attribute.
Tables are related by sharing a common attribute, this is
shown in Figure 2.4.
Relational Database Tables






















Tom Dunn 338-4922 ;
602 Sally Harry 794-1236 ;
603 Frank O'Mara 884-5589 |
605 Kevin Brown 792-4599 !.  ■ 1
Figure 2.4
The CUSTOMER table is related to the AGENT table
through the Agent_ID number, which is contained in both
tables. Although this is storing redundant data it is kept
at a minimum, therefore, redundancy is controlled.
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Like the hierarchical and network database models, the
relational database model is a single data repository. A
major difference between the relational and the hierarchical
and the network models is that the user does not need to be
concerned with the underlying structure of the database.
Because of this, the relational database model is both data
and structural independent (Date 15-16).
The relational model offers many advantages over the
hierarchical and network models. The data and structural
independence is important for both the end-user and
programmers. Structural independence allows the end-user
direct access to the database. If there is a change in the
physical structure of the database there is no need for
programmers to make corresponding changes in the
applications accessing the database (Date 15). Data
independence means that, "users and user programs are
independent of the logical structure of the database" (Date
16). If there is a change in the logical data structure
existing programs accessing the database do not have to be
modified or changed.
Relational systems provide "frontend products - ad hoc
query subsystems, report writers, business graphics,
spreadsheets, application generators" and "natural language
12
interfaces" (Date 17). These frontend products are easy to
use and easy to learn by the end-user.
A prototype of the database can quickly be developed
and shown to the "intended users" (Date 18). This allows the
end-users to be involved in development of the system. This
insures that the final application meets the end-users
requirements.
The simplicity,of the relational model leads to its
disadvantages. Because the relational model hides most of
its complexity from the user, it needs more powerful
computers to perform all the data management tasks required
to maintain the relational database. Also, "the easy-to-
use" environment can become a "liability" (Rob and Coronel
43). Because the relational database is structurally
independent, the need for proper database design may be
overlooked. A poorly designed database can slow down the
system and cause the same problems that are related to the
file system. Although the relational model has its
downfalls, the advantages greatly outweigh the
disadvantages. Because of this the relational model is the
current standard in database design.
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Chapter III
^  n■'v .design,"
'  , The scope and bounda of this, project is to .create a,
database for the eity pf Redia Works Departmeht. '
The database design .will .cover only the daily call;log .
operation. And will be independent of any other database:
used by the city. The primary users of the database wiilb®
the Public Works Departments secretaries.
;IMission Statement ,
Employees of the City of Redlands are committed
1^. ..-. to responding to the changing needs of our
i community, to providing excellent customer
service through professionalism, integrity and
efficient use of resources, and ensuring Redlands
remains a distinctive place in which to live and
work. ■ ■ V
City of Redlands Mission Statement
Organizational Background . ; • , ■ ; • " i . '- • • p
" The Public Works Department is one of seven City
departments providing service to the citizens of Redlands.
The department is comprised of six divisions (see Appendix .
A, Exhibit 1, Organizational Chart) that are related, yet
have specific and separate functions. . These divisions
include: Engineering Administration, Airport; Building
Maintenance, Cemetery, Parks and Street Trees, Streets, and
Electrical. Fifty-six full-time and 16 part-time employees
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with a variety of professional, technical, clerical, and
: labor backgrounds staff the^ department (Mutter)
There are currently two full-time secretaries ,ihv.the;'
Public Works Department. Their level of computer literacy
i.s low, and their knowledge of computer applications is';)
limited to WordPerfect 6.0 for MS-DOS. In order to help
meet the objectives, :of the cities: mission statemerit, the
secretarial., staff of, the: .department takes calls from :
citizens and city eitiployees regarding pfoblems pertaining
to: it v-'-' '■/i; ^ 1 ■ '
Building Maintenance
.  ^ • Street ; Trees ^ :Planting and Trimming . 1 i
.; ;• Palm Tree Trimming
Concrete Maintenance
.  • Street Light Maintenance
•  Street Maintenance
•  Street Sweeping
The information is recorded in a Call Log (see Appendix A,
Exhibit 2) . The Call Log includes: location of problem, this
may be a street address or general location; date call
received, currently lists numeric month and day; description
of problem; caller name and telephone number; and resolved,
in which any special remarks are noted by the secretaries or
persons receiving the call. Currently the department
■  V-.- is' -;'!-- ' i'
receives 10 to 20 calls daily pertaining to problem areas
within the , city' .tJttnson) . . ^ w
Current System v 't.;
The current system used for the Daily Call Log is
automated. The information is entered into tables in
individual WordPerfect file. Processing is a combination of
real-time and batch, depending on who takes the call.
Daily, copies of the Call Log are distributed to the
division superintendents specifying calls pertaining to
their specific divisions. The superintendents use the Call
Log as a guide to determine work assignments within their
division. When a problem has been resolved the
superintendent marks it off on the Call Log and may or may
not indicate what was done and the date completed. The form
is then returned to the department secretary. The secretary
then enters any remarks made by the superintendents and
black lines the complaint, indicating that the problem has
been resolved (Johnson). See Appendix A, Exhibit 3 for Data
Flow diagrams.i ^ ^ V : :
Current Hardware and Software
Hardware Software
2 IBM-compatible stand-alone PC's MS-DOS 5.0
Operating System
Intel 486™ 66MHz Processors
WordPerfect 6.0 for
400 MB Hard Disk Drives : DOS
16
16 MB RAM , M^^
'  ;, nn ■-':A' ■ ■. ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ V-' .. ;' .■ ' • ?,v-:-;.>'i'; ' '•^r• ■ '.r ■ .•:3;vi;i- ' ■ ,■ ■■ ■ ■ '; ■ ■■ ::' ' A
14 inchlVClA, Monitor 1 '
1  : M Word 6. 0
Mouse'"-"' ' ' , . ■,3„ ':r;': ' .' .
Microsoft Access 2.0
.2 HP . Laser printers
Current System Problems
,  .; There are many problems with the current Call Log
system t'V- . ■ " 'v..:,,---'tv'.A. ' c''"' ,- ''-"' "
•  Redundant information is maintained, which leads to data
inconsistency. ■■ ^ '
•  The system.is hard to keep up-to-date because individual -
logs are maintained for each division.
•  It is hard to perform searches. Logs can only be search
by phone number and street address. If the site of a
problem is a location, such as corner of 6^^^' and State
Street, the file must be searched line-by-line. This also
. : ' must be done if street name is misspelled. :v -
•  The system does not allow ad hoc queries.
•  Historical data is hard to track because of the
individual logs.
•  Redundant information is given to division , . ' t; > ,
superintendents, because logs are printed by page, not by
date. ■ ■ 'A ■ ■■ ' .it -
•  System locks up on a regular basis.
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B  of the problems with the current, systeni the
head of the Public Works Department would like a database
designed for the specific purpose of maintaining the Call
Log and producing:dQcuments pertaihing to it.
The use of a relational database in maintaining the
Call Log could solve these problems. Historical data could
be tracked easily. Searches could be performed on various
fields, and a relational database would reduce redundant
data being stored and output to divisions. A relational ,
database can produce a variety of reports. It would also
provide easy accurate updating of files.
Constraints 1 \
Hardware and Software
•  The new system must be developed with the existing
hardware and software. , : - :
•  The system is to be a stand-alone system.
Upgrade Capabilities
•  The new system must allow conversion to a later version,
if necessary.
Information Needs and User Requirements
The general system requirements for the Public Works
Call Log database are as follows:
1. The system must be easy to use.
2. The system must have a graphical user interface.
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3. The system must be password protected to provide
security.
4. The system must reduce redundant data entry and
updates.
5. The system must have the ability to produce ad hoc
queries.
6. The system must produce the following output
•  Daily Call Logs for building maintenance, concrete
maintenance, street light maintenance, street
maintenance, street sweeping, palm tree trimming,
street tree trimming, and street tree planting.
•  Report by Division
•  Liability Report
The database currently being designed for the Public
Works Call Log will be developed using Microsoft Access 2.0
for Windows. This choice has been made because of the
constraints of the current system. If the system is
upgraded at some time in the future the database can be
converted to a newer version of Access.
Call Log Entities and Relationships
An entity is a person, place, thing, or event that data
is stored about. The Entity Relationship diagram represents
the entities and the relationship between them, one-to-one
(1:1), one-to-many (1:N), and many-to-many (N:M). In a
19
relational database if a many-to-many relationship exits
Setween two entities, redundant data^ ^ ^^^W^^^ stored in both
tables. Therefpre, to eliminate the storage of redundant
datai another table, is created, called an .intersectioft table,
which makes the relationship one-to-many, as seen in Figure
,3.1.' One complaint can, involve. many divisions and one
division may be involved in many complaints. Thus, a many-
to-many relationship exists between the two entities
'  . COMPLAINT and DIVISION. To solve this problem an i: \
intersection table called INVOLVES was created. The addition
of the intersection table not only eliminates the many-to- .
many relationship, but also, will keep a historic record of
the divisions involved in each complaint.
Entity Relationship Diagram




See Data Dictionary for attribute definitions (Appendix
B, Exhibit I).
COMPLAINT I CNum, Location, Problem, Gdate, RecBy, Lname,
20
Fname, Phone, NumCalls, JobComp, CompDate, Remarks, Claim
The COMPLAINT table will contain data pertaining to
specific complaints. To include: Complaint number, location
of complaint, problem, call date, call received by, caller
first name, caller last name, number of calls, problem
resolved, resolved date, remarks, claim (see Appendix B,
Exhibit 2).
INVOLVES I CNum, DivName
The INVOLVES table will contain complaint number
and division name. This table eliminates the many-to-many
relationship between the COMPLAINT and DIVISION tables. It
will also contain the historic data on which divisions were
involved in specific complaints (see Appendix B, Exhibit
3).
DIVISION I DivName, SuperName
The DIVISION table will contain the names of the
division names involved in specific complaints and the name
of the division superintendent (see Appendix B, Exhibit 4).
User Views
Because the users of this database have access to the




The Public Works Gall Log database has seven form
views.
1.Main Switchboard - This form allows access to all other
forms in the application. It acts like a main menu in
other applications (See Appendix C, Exhibit 1 for user
interface). This form also gives the user access to the
database window (See Appendix C, Exhibit 8). This will
allow the user access to ad hoc query functions and
generate new reports.
2. Daily Call Log form - This form will be used for data
entry of complaint. Data entered into the form will be
stored in the COMPLAINT and INVOLVES tables (see Appendix
C, Exhibit 2 for user interface).
3. Update Call Log form - This form will be used for
updating data pertaining to complaints. No new records
can be added to the database through this form. Updating
of records can also be done in the Daily Call Log form.
This form is included in the design for use in the event
that the secretary's computers are networked (see
Appendix C, Exhibit 3 for user interface).
4. Division form - This form will be used for updating the
superintendent name. And in the event that complaints are
needed to be tracked for a new division, the new division
22
name and superintendent can be added to the database
;  thro;^^^^ Data entered irito. this form will, be
stored in the DIVISIGN tabie (see Appendix C, Exhibit 4
for user interface) .
5. Print Call Log form - This fofm-will be used to print the
Daily Call Log reports. The user will be prompted for a
call date, only records that meet the call date criteria
will be printed. The form allows both report preview and
print options (see Appendix C, Exhibit 5 for user
interface). Queries for the Daily Call Log reports
include the following tables and attributes:
COMPLAINT I CNum,Location, Problem, Cdate, Remarks,
JobComp = "NO", FName, LName, Phone
INVOLVES I DivName
DIVISION I SuperName
(See Appendix D, Exhibit I for report format).
6. Print Reports form — This form will be used to print the
queried reports. Report by Division and the Liability
Report. The user will be prompted for starting and
ending dates. Only records that meet the date criteria
n will be printed. The form allows both report preview and
print options (See Appendix C, Exhibit 6 for user .




COMPLAINT I CNum/ Problem, Cdate, GompDate
INVOLVES I DivName ' ,
(See Appendix D, Exhibit 2 for report format).
Liability Report:
COMPLAINT I Location, Problem, Cdate, FName, LName, Phone,
Claim.. - ^"YES" y
(See AppepdixD, Exhibit 3 for report format).
7. Back Up Dialog Box form - This form will be used for
backup purposes. The form has options for backing up both
the entire database or records only (see Appendix C,
.  Exhibit ,7 for user interface) ; '
Storage Requirements
The following calculations were used to determine
storage requirements. Eirst, the record size was
calculated. Each field in the file has a maximum length, .
that is the number of character allowed. The length of each
field is listed below. Each character requires 1 byte of
storage space, long integers require 4 bytes and short
integers require 2 bytes of storage space. To calculate the
record size, sum the length of each field contained in the
record. Second, the number of records to be stored was
determined. The secretaries in the Public Works Department
take 10 to 20 calls a day regarding complaints. To
24
(calculateV the number of; reGofdSr: it he n number of calls, wefei
multiplied;by the. record size. The maximum number ,Of ;calls.,.v
20, :wah. u the number of records.^ Next,.: the. i
total Storage space required per month:was calculated. To do
.this.'t
record
le record length was multiplied by the number of
s ;.per ■mbhth..: ' ■ ' l,.;;- ^.1,' ' ,'1; 1
To calculate the maximum number of records that can be
stored on 3 H - inch floppy diskette for backup, the total . .
disk capacity (1,440,000 bytes) was divided by the record .
size.
.  The following is an estimate of data storage
requirements for the Call Log database. ;
TABLE ATTRIBUTE SIZE STORAGE





























Remarks , "r \ ; ^
;j r: ^ , CM'r (3:)^ ?:'
Totai record length:
Estimated;number of records per month:
Total bpace,required: : n i .
INVOLVES : ^CNum
j  . DivName,: , :
Total {record length:
Estimated number of records per month:
Total [space required:-
,  255 bYtes /
V  ,r 3 bytes . '
n  821 Bytes
, 620 ; n
509020 bytes

























required storage space per month:
Maximum number of records stored on •
S,H inch diskette for backup:
It is the department policy to backup the Call Log
database once a week. This backup will be used for recovery
purposes in case of a system failure. Backup of completed
records is done once a month. Records in the COMPLAINT
26
table where JobComp equals "YES", and records with
corresponding ,CNum in the INVOLVE^^ table Will be removed ' .
from the database, and stored on a,3 is inch floppy dis.kette.
Call Log Database Implementation
n As stated .earlier, because pfis.ystem .eonstra
Public Works Call Log database^ :^;^w^^ created using Access: 2. 0>
using macros and event procedures to perform routine and
repetitive tasks, .such as printihg .Daily Call Log reports :
(see Appendix E). The database contains three related
tables COMPLAINT, INVOLVES, :ahd; DIVISION (see Appendix B,
Exhibit 1, data, dictionary for tabie attributes and ,
properties)-.; Prototypes ofV the ■database were developed and
shown' to the end-users, . resulting .in adjustments in, the
final , design.■ v- .v " ; ■ ■
The final database has been tested and evaluated for
data entry and updating; backup and recovery; and security.
The database has proven to perform properly in all
instances.
Call Log Database Operation . ■
The Call Log database was put into operation on January




w system is running parallel with the old
calls are entered into the Call Log
d system will be maintained until all calls
in it have been resolved.
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, A user 'manu^ was also deyeloped to■aecompany the Call
Log database (see Appehdix F) . : Thdmanhal describes the
form functions and application instructions, such as steps
to backing up phe database. The manual also contains the
macros and event procedures used in Phe dat^'^ase.
A three hour training session for the department
secretaries was scheduled on the day of installation. The
training consisted of a demonstration of the database and
hands on training for each secretary. During the hands on
portion of the training the secretaries entered data into
the various forms, made updates, performed searches, backed




With the volumes of data necessary to maintain
effective reporting and decision making requirements, public
managers are looking to computerized data management. The
use of a computerized database is the most efficient way to
store, maintain, and manage large quantities of data. The
use of computer databases also allows data to be shared by
the entire agency. Which reduces the need, to store
redundant data, and preserves computer resources.
Like all other computer technology, computerized
management of data has evolved. Starting with the
computerized file systems which proved to be inefficient
because the unrelated files caused data inconsistency, and
the intehsive programming necessary to maintain these
systems. Database systems, unlike the file system with
unrelated files stored separately, stores related data in a
single repository. The hierarchical database model offered
many advantages over the file system, but it lacked the
ability to handle complex data relationships effectively.
The network database model was created to fill this need.
The network model had the ability to handle more complex
data relationships. But provides an unfriendly user work
environment. The relational model was considered a major
29
break, througb': for - both users :abb ;,databasef designers ^ ,k: ' ^
Because of the simplicity of the design there is no need to
know the physical structure of the database. The relational
model offers a user-friendly environment, in which even ,
those with limited computer skills can manage data and :, ; :,
produce required reports. Because of this the relational
model is considered the standard in database design.
After an analysis of the current system used by the
City of Redlands Public Works Department to maintain their
call log, which was maintained in separate WordPerfect
files, it was decided that they would benefit by a
relational database. The relational model will provide the
current information needs more efficiently and meet current
user requirements. The relational model provides ad hoc
query capabilities, which will allow the secretaries to
produce reports other than the queried reports available ! in
the database. The relational model provides an easy to use,
easy to learn, user-friendly environment. This was
necessary because of the limited computer skills of the end-
users . Because of current system constraints, the Call Log
database was developed in Microsoft Access 2.0. In the event
that there is a system upgrade, the database can be
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C/O Monterey & La 01.30
Cresta Dr.
Fawn Ct. 01.29
510 Fountain Ave. 01.29











6th & Vine to Cajon









Palm trees need to be trimmed. People have slipped and








Palm trees needs to be trimmed.
Palm fronds in empty lot
Palm fronds in the alley.
Palm trimming
01.02, 12.17 Palm trees need trimmed
Palm trees (not tall) need trimmed - fronds slap people In
the face
Palm fronds/skirt down at parkway - hit her new van, but
she's not sure if it's scratched or dented. 1 gave her




































































































255 char Location of complaint.
Location may be either
an address or
description, i. e, 2 W
Fern, or third light
from corner of Fern and
Cajon.
COMPLAINT table.










15 char Last name of caller.
Caption Last Name.
COMPLAINT TABLE






















8 char Caller Phone number. May





















EXHIBIT 1 DATA DICTIONARY, continued
ATTRIBUTE DATA TYPE SIZE DEFINITION INTEGRITY RULES
Remarks Text 255 char Remarks regarding
problem as deemed
necessary by person










































Complaint Numbtl Location Problem Date'® Remarks
18 Treasurer Office
19 2255 W State Sfret.
20 Redlands Blvd. Cor'
21] 5l^W Sterlirig j
23:14 East South Ave!
24 200 Delaware
25; 891 E Colton
26:233 Anita Ct. j
27 125 Hastings
28 1215 Colgate
40i 9556 W. Palm
(Counter): '
Light out in office anr;
Palm frons down bloc
Street Light out
Wants to know what;
Sidewalk raised 2-3".!
When is the gravel bs
T ree cut down after r;
Tree cut down after r;
Ash tree blew over,
SM raised by roots ;




11 /9/97i Al gave him a list of;
1/1/98! :
1/1/98 called 412 i
1/1/98;
1/1/98: r
1/1/98 ' ' n 1
1/1/98
i /15/98; Called I nterstate
SRasolvedY Dete Resolved 1 Number of Calls 1  First Name Last Name 1  PhoneiSI
YES 1/14/98 1 : Peggie
NO :1 ; Sam Hill 792-0999
! NO 1 iJim x3457
YES 1/14/98:1 Tom ! Sentmen 793-8765
NO 1 Bob ! Engel i 335-0202
' NO Sam n Collins 1794-8989 i
n NO I  'ii ' n: Pat Darling 793-2277
NO i  n""' 1 Diana !Jones 792-4765 1
NO :  -1 i Sally ; Ennis 792-3308 '1
NO :  1 n n 'Shirlene i Mobley 792-0585 n
NO :  . 11 i Tom j Miller 793-3333
NO 1i  i 1 ]



























CNum I  Division Name I
M Building Maintenance J
19i Palm Tree Trimming i
20: Street Light Maintenance f
21 i Street T ree Planting r
23! Concrete Maintenance i
23 Street Tree Trimming
24i Concrete Maintenance
25 Street Tree Planting
26i Street Tree Planting i
271 Street Tree Planting- i
28. Concrete Maintenance ;
283 Street Tree Trimming i
40 Concrete Maintenance
40; Street Sweeping




Division Name I Supeffintendentl
GBuilding Maintenance
Concrete Maintenance


























n&s/ffff&if £ty JLmi/ff SV&^st0r
Daily Call Log Update Call Log .
.  Division Backup





DAILY CALL LOG FORM
Microsoft Access
File Edit View Records Help
Complaint N umber: [ 21




Number of Calls: 1 T"
HH iRecordTr"
Form View
Form: Daily Call Log
Date:
; Problem: ^  Wants to know what varity
of tree to plant in parkway
: Division Hame:








UPDATE CALL LOG FORM^
RIe Edit View Records Help
Microsoft Access
Form; Update Call Log
mm




Rrst Name: j Peggie
Phone.jx7857
Number of Calls: I T"
Dale, i 7722/97
1 '•






, Last Name: j
Received B>i:| LW













Division Name: jBuilding Maintenance Close
m
■4' Record: 1 of 8 m
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EXHIBIT 5
PRINT GALL LOG FORM
Print Call Log
Daily Call Log
Ci Concrete Maintenance ,
C' B uilding M aintenance
O Palm T fee T rimming
O Street Light Maintenance
C"' Streeet Maintenance
O Street Sweeping
C' Street Tree Planting









C®" jReport by Division J
C Liability Report
Print Preview Print Report Ciose
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EXHIBIT 7
BACK UP DIALOG BOX
Back Up Dialog Box
T0 back up the entire database
click Backup Database.










Elle £dlt View Security Window jjelp












street Tree Planting Call Log
Comp Num Location


















tree cut down after storm. Wantst
Crepe Myrtle planted
Tree cut down after storm. Wants an
Oleander tree.





























SA/V raised by roots
When is the gravel between
the curb & pavement going to
be compleded on Delaware?
Wife fell in gravel area and is
going to the doctors today.
Sidewalk raised 2-3", sewer
affected by tree roots, street





Ash tree blew over. Wnads
Crepe Myrtle planted
Tree cut down after storm.
Wandt an Oleander tree.
Tree cut down after storm.
Wandt Crepe Myrtle planted
Wants to know what varity of
tree to plant in parkway
Problem
S/W raised by roots
Sidewalk raised 2-3", sewer
affected by tree roots, street






Call Date Date Resolved
11/8/97




























When is the grave! between the curb Sam Collins
& pavement going to be compleded 794-8989
on Delaware? Wife fell In gravel area
and is going to the doctors today.





Tree roots in sewer lines
































Cofxlition Action Argument Value
Runs automaticall/when datebase is opened
RunCommand Command: 2
Hide database window





































In Datat)ase Window: Yes
Display Database Window ' n
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DateCreatad: 12/28/97 2:4d:38 PM Last Updated: 1/8/98 12:55:10 PM
Owner. admin
Actions
Nttne Condition Action Argument
Value




Hiria Print Can Log Dialog Box.






Print Building Maintenanca CeU Log
'






Print Concrata Maintanance CaiLog






Print PaknTpaa Trimming Call Log






Print Straat Light Maintananca Call Log






Print Straat Maintananca Call Log








Macro: Print Call Log Reports
Sunday. January 11.1998
Page: 2
Print Stmt Sweeping Gal Log




Print Street Tree Ptanting Cell Log




Print Street Tree Trirnming Call Log
Close Object Type: Form
Object Name: Print Call Log
Save:
Close Print Reports Dialog Form




Hide Print Can Log Dialog Box.




Preview Building Maintenace Call Log




Preview Concrete Maintenance Call Log




Preview Palm Tree Trimming CaHLog




Preview Street Light Maintenance Call Log




Macro: Print Call Log Reports
Sunday. January 11.1996
Page: 3
Preview Street Meinter)arKe CeH Leg
Fitter Name:
Where Condition:
[Daily Call Log]=6 OpenReport







[Daily Call Log]s7 OpenReport







[Daily Call M)g]^ OpenReport
























Date Created: 12/31/97 7:22:08 PM
Owner. admin
L^t Updated: 1/1/98 6:24:47 PM
Actions
N»ne Condition Action Argument
Value
Attach to Print Button on Print Reports Fomi
Print Report • —
SetValue





[Reports to Print]=1 OpenReport























th Print PmvieMf Button on Print Report Dialog Form ^
Print Preview
SetValue





[Reports to Print]=1 OpenReport














A;\CAUXOG.MDB TuaKtay. Jinuwy 13.1996




Object Name: Prihl Reports
Save:














































Records have successfully l>een





















Name Condition Action Argument
Backup Database
Backup entire database to A:BKUPDB ^  ———



























A:VCAIXLOe.MDB tuesaay. January 13. i9M






Date Created; 1/8/98 4:07:26 PM Last Updated: 1/11/994:40:47 PM
Owner. admin
Actions
NtfTM Condition Action Argument
Value
Division Menu



























DateCres^: 1/8/98 4:07:27 PM
Owner adniln
Last Updated: 1/8/984:07:28 PM
Actions
Name Condition Action Argument
&Undo
RunCommand Command: 292',;. , ;
Undo Current Record
RunCommand Command: .'/• ■:'v292 '
D&elete
RunCommand Convnand: ■ .. . '337^, ;
&Find...
RunCommand Command: •  ■ ' • 30
^Replace...

































Date Created: 1/8/98 4:07:28 PM
Owner. admin
Last Updated: 1/8/984:07:29 PM
Actions































Oisptoys Main Switchboani h^nu Items n —
AddMenu Menu Name: &Fiie
Menu Macro Name: MSMenu^FOe
Status Bar Text:
Dasplays Fila menu items
AddMenu Menu Name: &Help

















Last Updated: 1/11/98 4:44:18 PM
Actions















Date Created: 1/8/96 4:13.37 PM
Oianer admin
l^t Updated: 1/8/98 4:13:37 PM
Actions


































































DateCnaled: 1/8«8 4:02:53 PM
Owner admin
Last Updated: lif8^ 4:02:54 PM
Actions








































Date Created; 1/8/90 4:02:56 PM
Owrwi: admitt
l3st Updated: 1/8/98 4:02:56 PM
Actions














































Date Created: 1/6/98 4:02:55 PM
OMTier. admin
L3st Updated: 1/6/96 4:02:55 PM
Actions





















Date Created; 1/8/96 4:04:59 PM
Owvner admin
Last Updated: 1/11/98 4:46:5^ PM
Actions
Name Condition Action Argument Value •
Update
Displays Update CoB Log menu bar
Add Menu









































Last Updated: 1/8/98 4:05:00 PM
Actions














Date Created: l/a/98 4:05:03 PM
Owner adrnin
Last Updated: 1/8^ 4:05:03 PM
Actions





















Date Created: 1/8/98 4:05:00 PM
Owner. admin
Last Updated: 1/8/98 4:05:00 PM
Actions

















































t^t Updated; 1/8/98 4:05:02 PM
Actions .
Name Condition Action Argument Value n
AFirit
RunCprnrniand Command: '■ 67: ,
&Last












Option Compare Database 'Use database order for string comparisons
Sub Backup_Click()
On Error GoTo Err_Backup_Click
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkCriteria As String
DocName = "BACKUP"








On Errcff GoTo Err_Daily_Call_Log_Click
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkCriteria As String
DocName = "Daily Call Log"
DoCmd OpenForm DocName,,,, LinkCritCTia






Sub Division_Click ( )
On Error GoTo Err_Division_Click
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkCriteria As String
DocName = "Divisioii"








Sub Exit_Click ( )









On Eitot GoTo Err_Print_Daily_Call_Log_Click
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkCriteria As String
DocName = "Print Call Log"








On Error GoTo Err_Print_Other_Reports_Click
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkCriteria As String
DocName = "Print Reports"









On iEiTpr GoTo Eit_ Update_Call_Log _Glick
Dim DocName As String
Dim LinkGriteria As String
DocName = "Update Gall Log"
DoGmdOpenForm DocName,,,, LinkGriteria
Exit_Update^Call_Log _Glick:
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INTRODUGTiON
The Call Log database was crea^^^ in Microsoft Aecess® 2.0,
a relational database management system for Microsoft®
Windows™, permitting a graphical user interface, and a ,
user-friendly work environment.
This manual will cover the Call Log database form views, ;
and tasks that can be achieved through each. The Microsoft
Access User's Guide and Microsoft Access Building
Applications manual accompanying Microsbft Access 2.0 are
referenced in this manual. All macros and event
used in this application are located in appendix B
Relationships ;
The Call Log database contains three related tables. Each
table represents and entity set. Each row in the tables
represents an individual record. The following Entity
Relationship Diagram depicts the table relationships.
ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
COMPLAINT 1  KF M  1 DIVISION
"C. INVOLVES
There is a one-to-many relationship between COMPLAINT and
INVOLVES, and a one-to-many relationship between DIVISION
and INVOLVES.
•  COMPLAINT table: Contains information pertaining to
calls.
The INVOLVES table: Used to eliminate a many-to-many
relationship between the COMPLAINT and DIVISION tables.
It will maintain historic data on the divisions involved
in specific complaints. --/r
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•  Division table: Contains the division's complaints are
track for, and the current superintendent of each
., divisidn-.;: ,
Table Structure
The following table structure is used in the Call Log
database. For attribute (field) definitions see the Data
























To execute the Call Log database double click the Call Log
database icon in the Microsoft Office group, located in the
Windows Program Manager window. Items in your Office group
may differ from this example.
' Microsoft OWice







Microsoft MS Access MS Access MS Access
Access Readme Help Setup Workgroup
Administratot
Logon
To access the database you must enter a logon name and
password. When the logon window appears enter Admin in the
Name text box and your password in the password text box.









Once you have logged on the Main Switchboard screen








Dally Call Log Update Call Log
Division Backup
Print Daily Call Logs Print Reports
Exit [P|spi ay. bataba dbw]
Foim View:
The Main Switchboard acts like a main menu in other
applications. It allows you access to form views by
clicking command buttons. The following forms and functions












New records will be added to the database using the Daily
Call Log form. To access this form, click the Daily Call
Log command button on the Main Switchboard.
Microsoft Access
Elle Edit View Eecords Melp
C^ompiaaiil Numben p ^
Location; 567 W Sterling
|-orm: Daily Call Log
Date;
jWanls to know w
I of tree to plant in
hat verity
parkway
Remarks. Division Name;? <




Number of Calls: I 1
Last N ameijSentmen
Recelvecl By:rLW
;; Resolved: | NO Date Resolved:! Claim; LNO
Close
I of 12 EEE
Form View
The Daily Call Log form has a blank record, which follows
the last existing record. If there are no existing records
to display, the blank record is the only record. New data
is entered in to the blank record.
You can reach the blank record by advancing one record at a
time by clicking the right arrow button at the bottom of
the screen, or clicking the arrow button with the "1", this
button will advance you to the blank record.
If you want to add records and don't want to view existing
records, you can use the Data Entry command. Only records
you add are then available in the form view. Existing
records are not available for view using the Data Entry
command.
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To Add Records Using The Data Entry Coinma.hd
1. Choose Data Entry from the Records menu. The insertion
point appears in the Location field of the form.
2. Type values for each field, press TAB to move to the next
n  field.
3. After you fill in all the fields, press TAB, or use the
right arrow button at the bottom of the form to move to
the new blank record
When you move to the next record, Microsoft Access saves
the record you added to the database. When you finish
adding records, just close the form using the Close button.
You do not have to save your work.
Required Fields
The following fields must contain data on the Daily Call
Log form. That is, they can not be left blank.
•  Complaint Number: This number is automatically generated.
•  Date: This field is automatically generated and will
contain the current date.
•  Location: You must enter a location.
•  Problem: You must enter what the problem is.
•  Division: You must enter the division(s) name
Fields Set To Default Values
The following fields contain default values on the Daily
Call Log form. These values may be changed if necessary.
•  Number of Calls: Default value "1".
•  Resolved: Default value "NO"
•  Claim: Default value "NO"
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Adding a New Division
A new division can be added to the database through the use
of the division form. To access this fdrm, click the
Division command button oh the Main Switchboard.
Form: Division
'  Superintendent: jGarv Banks
Division Name: Close
MI ^: Record: T of 8
1. Advance to a blank record. You can reach a blank record
by advancing one record at a time clicking the right
arrow button at the bottom of the screen, or clicking the
arrow button with the "I"/ this button will advance you
to the blank record.
2. Enter the new division in the Division text box.
3. Enter the superintendent's name in the Superintendent
text box.
When you move to the next record, Microsoft Access saves
the record you added to the database. When you finish
adding records, just close the form using the Close button.




Updating records in the database will be done through the
Update Call Log form. To access this form, click the Update
Call Log command button on the Main Switchboard. To add new
records use the Daily Call Log form.
Microsoft Acces
File Edit View Records Help
Form* Update Call Log.'
Complaint Number:, j 18
Location; Treasurer Office
Dale: | 7/22/97
Problem- Light out in office and in the
mens restroom
Remarks: Division Name: ♦
► Building Maintenance
M^p^llRecord:|1 |of 1
First Name: 1 Peggie Last Name:!
Phone: X7G57
Number of: Calls: ] 1 Resolved: NO Date Resolved:] Claim: NO
Close
NjMiiRecordrr lof 10 lEHE
Form View ^ > | i ; I " »
When a complaint has been resolved and you want to update
the record to indicate this, use the Find command to locate
the complaint number.
The Find Command
1. Place the insertion point in the Complaint Number text
box.
2. Select Find from the Edit menu.
3. In the Find What text box enter the complaint number you
want to find
4. Click the Find First button.
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The Find command can be used with any field on the form.
For more information regardirig the Find command see
Microsoft Access User's Guide, pages 84-90.
Updating Superintendent's Name
To change the name of an exiting superintendent use the
Division form. To access this form, click the Division
command button on the Main Switchboard. .
Form: Division
Superintendent: jGary Banks
Division Name: jBuilding Maintenance
Close
HH|RecQrd:[1 of 8 m
To change the name of a superintendent:
or more records use the Find and
who appears in one
command.
Find and Replace Coinmand
1. Select Replace from the Edit menu.
2. Place the insertion point in the Superintendent text box.
3. Enter the name to be changed in the Find What text box.
4. Enter the new name in the Replace With text box.
5. Click the Replace All button.
The name will be replaced in all locations. For more
information regarding the Find and Replace command see
Microsoft Access User's Guide, pages 87-90.
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PRINTING REPORTS
Prin'ting Daily Call Log Repor'bs
To print Daily Call Log report(s) click the Print Daily





O' Palm T fee T rimming
O Street Light Maintenance
O 5treeet Maintenance-
(PI Street Sweeping
O Street Tree Planting
Street Tree Trimming
Previ ew Re p o it
Print Report
Close
1. Select the report you want to print.
2. Click the Print Report button.
3. Enter the call date when prompted,, click OK.
The report will then be sent to the printer
Preview A Report
To view a report on the screen.
1. Select the report you want to preview.
2. Click the Preview Report button.
3. Enter the call date when prompted, click OK.
The report will be displayed on the screen.
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To print the Report by' Division and Liability Report click
the Print Reports Command,button on the Main Switchboard.
Si Pfint Reports
Reports to Print ,
<5" [Report by Division
C LMty Report
Print Preview Print Report Close
1. Select the report you want to print from the Print
Reports form.
2. Click the Print Report button.
3. Enter the beginning and ending date when prompted.
4. Click OK.
The report will then be sent to the printer
Preview A Report
To view a report on the screen.
1. Select the report you want to preview from the Print
Reports form. '
2. Click the Preview Report button.
3. Enter the beginning and ending date when prompted.
4. Click OK.
The report will be displayed on the screen.
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BACKING UP DATA
Backing Up The Database
The Back Up Dialog Box is used to backup the database. To
access this form, click the Backup command button on the
Main Switchboard.
;; ; : t Back Up Dialog Box ,
To back up the entire database
dick Backup Database.







To Backup The Entire Database
1. Click the Backup Database button.
2. You will be prompted to enter a disk in the A drive.
Place the BACKUP DATABASE disk in the A drive.
3. Click OK.
4. Microsoft Access will warn you that the Make-table query
will modify data. And ask if you want to continue.
5. Click OK to continue.
6. You will be prompted when the backup is complete.
Backing Up Records
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To backup the completed records to the A drive and delete
them from the hard drive:
1. click the Backup Records button.
2. You will be prompted to enter a disk in the A drive.
Place the BACKUP RECORDS disk in the A drive.
3. Click OK.
4 . Access will warn you that the Append query will modify
data. And ask if you want to continue.
5. Click OK to continue.
6. You will be prompted when backup is complete
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THE DATABASE WINDOW
To access the database window click the Display
Window coitimand button On the Main Switchbdard.
MicfosoU Access
EHe Edit View Security y^lndow Help
Database
IMil








Roacli^ - I ? i 1 I i ' 1
Creating Queries
You may want to view or display data in the database in
another form other than the available predefined queries
that accompany this application. You can do this by
creating ad hoc queries.
To create a query you must be in the database window.
1. Click the query tab from the database window.
2. Click the New button.
3. Refer to Chapter 11 Designing Select Queries in the
Microsoft User's Guide page 227, to create a new query.
Creating Reports
The predefined reports that are available in this
application are the reports that you use most frequently.
There may be a time when you need to create new reports.
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To create a riew report you must be in the database window.
1. Create a new query. See Creating Queries above.
2. Click the Reports tab from the database window.
3. Click the New button.
4. You must indicate the data source, click the arrow and
select from the list.
5. Refer to Chapter 20 Report Basics, in the Microsoft




When this application was installed you entered your
password. For security purposes it is recommended that you
change you password on a regular basis.
Changing Passwords
1. You must be in the database window.
2. Choose Change Password from the Security menu.
Refer to Microsoft Building Applications To change your
password, page 338.
For other security measures refer Chapter 14 Securing Your
Application in Microsoft JBuilding Applications manual.
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liESTORING: TO DATABASE
In the case of a system failure data may be lost. If this
happens you can restore the database from the BACKUP
DATABASE disk. Reitiember that the data contained on this ;
disk is from your last backup. Any new data entered from
the time of the last backup to the time of failure will not
be restored.
To Res'bore The Database
1. Reinstall Microsoft Access if necessary. .
2. Insert the BACKUP DATABASE disk into the A drive.
3. Start Microsoft Access.
4. Select Open Database from the File menu.
5. Select the A drive from the Drive text box.
6. Select bkupdb.mdb form the file name window.
7. Click OK. ■/:
8. Select the Query tab from the database window.
9. Select and run the listed queries in the order they are
listed.
10. Select Exit from the File menu.
11. Start the Call Log database.
If it is necessary to reinstall Microsoft Access you will
need to set reactivate the Logon window. To do this, refer
to Chapter 14, Securing Your Application in the Microsoft
Building Applications manual.
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ACCESSING OLD RECORDS V
You can access the old records that have been removed from
the database from the database window.
1. Select Open Database from the File menu.
2. Insert the BACKUP RECORDS disk in the A drive.
3. Select the A drive from the Drive text box.
4.Select oldrec.mdb form the File Name window.
5. Click OK.
To view the records
1. Click the table tab if necessary.
2. Select the Open button from the database window.





Smiley Library Tree limb down In t 7/18/97
22 2945 Mill Creek Rd limb down „ 12/31/97
(Counter) , i
You may print the records in datasheet view by selecting
Print from the file menu. Or you can perform a query on the
table for specific data. To create a query, see Microsoft
User's Guide Chapter 11, Designing Select Queries page 227.
To return to the Call Log database
1. Select Open Database from the file menu.
2. Select the C drive from the Drive text box.
3. Select calllog.mdb form the File Name window.
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4. Click OK
For more in-depth coverage of items in this manual or items
not covered by this manual, refer to the Microsoft User's





See Appendix B of paper for Data Dictionary.
Ill
APPENDIX B
MACROS AND EVENT PROCEDURES
112
See Appendix E of paper for macros and event procedures,
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